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Abstract—Two thin-film microelectrode arrays with integrated
circuitry have been developed for extracellular neural recording
in behaving animals. An eight-site probe for simultaneous neural
recording and stimulation has been designed that includes on-chip
amplifiers that can be individually bypassed, allowing direct access
to the iridium sites for electrical stimulation. The on-probe amplifiers have a gain of 38.9 dB, an upper-cutoff frequency of 9.9 kHz,
and an input-referred noise of 9.2 V rms integrated from 100 Hz
to 10 kHz. The low-frequency cutoff of the amplifier is tunable to
allow the recording of field potentials and minimize stimulus artifact. The amplifier consumes 68 W from 1 5 V supplies and occupies 0.177 mm2 in 3 m features. In vivo recordings have shown
that the preamplifiers can record single-unit activity 1 ms after the
onset of stimulation on sites as close as 20 m to the stimulating
electrode. A second neural recording array has been developed
which multiplexes 32 neural signals onto four output data leads.
Providing gain on this array eliminates the need for bulky headmounted circuitry and reduces motion artifacts. The time-division
multiplexing circuitry has crosstalk between consecutive channels
of less than 6% at a sample rate of 20 kHz per channel. Amplified, time-division-multiplexed multichannel neural recording allows the large-scale recording of neuronal activity in freely behaving small animals with minimum number of interconnect leads.
Index Terms—DC baseline stabilization, neural-recording amplifier, neural recording array, time-division multiplexer.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE past two decades have shown significant advances
in the development of micromachined neural recording
arrays. These arrays are now fabricated on a variety of substrates [1]–[6] and are widely used by neurophysiologists
to study the nervous system. While passive probes (without
integrated circuitry) have been used to record from up to 96
sites simultaneously [7], the large number of interconnects
prohibits scaling to higher site counts because of the tethering
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forces these interconnects produce on the probe in vivo and the
packaging overhead associated with assembling these arrays.
In order to provide researchers with access to hundreds or
thousands of neurons simultaneously, site selection, time-division multiplexing, and signal processing circuitry must be
integrated with the recording arrays to reduce the number of
leads. These neural data-compression techniques all require a
robust integrated preamplifier capable of amplifying sub-50 V
(100 Hz–10 kHz) neural action potentials while rejecting the
dc baseline potential of the electrode, which can be as large as
300 mV, can drift tens of millivolts, and is highly variable from
site to site [1]. When recording from behaving animals, integrated preamplifiers eliminate the need for bulky head-mounted
circuitry and have been shown to reduce both stimulation [8]
and motion artifacts [9]. Time-division multiplexing can be
used to reduce the total number of leads by sampling multiple
neural channels onto one data line. It is important to include
preamplifiers before the multiplexing to reduce noise caused by
clock artifacts and aliasing [1]. The integrated circuitry must
be low power such that there is no heating of the surrounding
tissue and should be small to reduce tissue trauma and to maintain a low profile above the cortical surface. In addition, these
integrated circuits should not contribute large offset voltages
to the system, should not degrade the overall signal-to-noise
ratio of the neural signals, and should have stable, predictable
characteristics.
Recently, progress has been made in the development of both
active (with integrated circuitry) neural recording arrays [1],
[10] and neural interface circuits [11]–[13]. However, published
data with active probes has been limited to electrode arrays with
integrated unity-gain buffers [7], [9] because a fully-integrated
preamplifier which is immune to both the dc baseline potential of the electrode site and optical currents was unavailable.
The lack of a suitable preamplifier has also prevented experiments using time-division-multiplexed neural arrays because of
the clock artifacts and aliased noise that corrupt the neural signals when the signals cannot be amplified and filtered before
sampling [1].
This paper describes two active neural arrays for recording
from behaving animals. The first probe is an eight-site array
for simultaneous stimulation and recording in the brain of rats
and mice. The probe features eight fully-integrated capacitivelycoupled amplifiers that can be individually bypassed, providing
direct access to the iridium sites for neural stimulation. The amplifiers have a tunable low-frequency cutoff for recording ac-
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tion potentials alone (100 Hz–10 kHz) or action and field potentials (10 Hz–10 kHz) and are insensitive to both the dc polarization of the electrode and optically-induced currents. Tuning
the low-frequency cutoff of the amplifier eliminates undesirable
low-frequency noise and provides the fastest amplifier settling
time for a given application. This amplifier was also included
on a 32-channel neural array with integrated time-division multiplexing circuitry. This probe reduces the total number of data
leads from 32 to 4, eliminating many of the tethering forces
caused by large numbers of interconnects.
II. INTEGRATED PREAMPLIFIER DESIGN
The major challenge in developing fully integrated neuralrecording amplifiers is filtering the low-frequency drift (dc potential) of the electrode while still amplifying neural action potentials and extracellular electroencephalographic fields. This
dc baseline stabilization requires pole frequencies at 100 Hz (action potentials) and 10 Hz (field potentials), which are not easily
realized using integrated components due to the high-value capacitors and resistors needed to achieve these large time constants. The first fully integrated CMOS neural-recording amplifier [14] used diode-capacitor feedback to filter the dc polarization of the electrode. This amplifier was operated in open-loop,
which made the gain and output offset voltage difficult to control. Another approach commonly used to filter the dc polarization of the electrode involves loading the recording site with
a high resistance so that this resistor and the site capacitance
form a high-pass filter. Reverse-biased diodes [1], reset gates
[15], and subthreshold-biased transistors [16] have all been implemented to realize this very high resistance. The reverse-biased diodes suffer from optical sensitivity problems that saturate the outputs of the preamplifiers. Using reset gates to realize
this high resistance is problematic because of the relatively low
reset frequencies required (on the order of Hz) and the noise injected by the reset signal. Subthreshold-biased-MOS transistors
have recently been explored to realize this high resistance, but
these amplifiers have not yet been used in any in vivo experiments [16].
A. Capacitively Coupled Neural-Recording Amplifier
The capacitively-coupled neural-recording amplifier is
shown in Fig. 1. The amplifier uses subthreshold-biased nMOS
transistors having an incremental resistance of greater than 10
G along with capacitors
and
to filter the dc baseline
potential of the electrode. The gain of the amplifier, , is given
by
(1)

Fig. 1. Capacitively-coupled neural-recording amplifier (top). Circuitry
for bypassing the amplifier (bottom) is included on some designs to allow
simultaneous stimulation and recording.

for the amplifier shown in Fig. 1. While the site impedance could
potentially lower the gain because the double layer capacitance
is in series with , typical site impedances are two orders of
. A transistor-level schematic
magnitude lower than that of
of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. This is a miller compensated
two-stage amplifier with a source follower output stage. The
upper cutoff frequency of the amplifier is given by
(4)
where
is the transconductance of M1,
is the miller capacitance and is the closed loop gain of the amplifier. The
gain of the amplifier shown in Fig. 1 is predictable and reproducible because it is based on a capacitance ratio. Using capacitive rather than resistive feedback is advantageous because
high-impedance capacitors can be realized in a small die space
and these capacitors draw no dc current. The dc feedback path
ensures a low amplifier output offset voltage by
through
forcing the output offset voltage to be equal to the input offset
voltage.
B. Tunable Resistance Subthreshold-Biased MOSFETS

This yields an in-band gain of
(2)
a dc gain of zero, and a lower cutoff frequency of
(3)

When performing neurological experiments it is important to
ensure the ability to record local field potentials simultaneously
with neuron firing. In certain prosthetic applications, however, it
may only be necessary to record single-unit activity [17]–[19].
It is therefore desirable to have an integrated preamplifier with
a tunable low-frequency cutoff. Precisely tuning the low-frequency cutoff of the preamplifier to the lowest frequency of
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Fig. 2.

Transistor-level schematic of the preamplifier.

interest removes undesirable out-of-band noise and yields the
fastest settling time for a given application.
The first capacitively-coupled neural-recording amplifier
was reported in 2002 [20], followed by a similar design optimized for very-low noise performance [21]. These designs had
low-frequency cutoffs of 66 mHz [20], [22], 25 mHz [11] and
0.1 mHz [21] that were highly variable with transistor threshold
voltage. While these designs are suitable for wide-band (10
Hz–10 kHz) neural recording they cannot be used in conjunction with implantable neural spike detection circuitry
without the addition of an integrated, well controlled high pass
filter because low-frequency noise and field potentials will
corrupt previously reported spike detection algorithms [23].
Furthermore, due to the large time constants and long settling
times associated with sub-60 mHz low-frequency cutoffs, these
amplifiers cannot be used to perform simultaneous neural
stimulation and recording.
The subthreshold-biased MOSFET’s used to implement
in Fig. 1 are adjustable via the tuning voltage,
.
The conductance of a MOSFET operating in the subthreshold
region is given by [24]
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Fig. 3. Amplifier low-frequency cutoff and corresponding R
incremental resistance versus tuning voltage. The solid curve is the response
of a typical preamplifier from the center of this probe. The dashed curved
is the measured response from the amplifier furthest (1.7 mm) from the one
represented by the solid line, representing the maximum variation across an
eight-site probe. Because the tuning curves for all the amplifiers on a given
probe are nearly identical, only one tuning voltage lead is required per probe.

(5)
where
is the thermal voltage,
is the threshold voltage,
is the offset voltage which determines the channel current
at
is the subthreshold swing parameter, and
is
defined in [24]. The exponential dependence of the conductance
on threshold voltage and other process parameters that makes
the low-frequency cutoff highly variable can be trimmed in this
.
design by adjusting
C. Experimental Results
The measured low-frequency cutoff of the amplifier versus
, is shown in Fig. 3. The measured
the tuning voltage,
data shows that it is possible to tune the low-frequency cutoff
of the amplifier over the desired range (
Hz) for applications where field potentials must be recorded
and applications where low-frequency data should be filtered
out. While the low-frequency cutoff versus tuning-voltage curve

Fig. 4. (Top) Amplifier tuned for a low frequency cutoff of 11 Hz for recording
action and field potentials. (Bottom) Amplifier tuned for a low frequency cutoff
of 110 Hz for recording action potentials while filtering low frequency noise
and field potentials.

varies across the wafer and across process runs in accordance
with (5), the curves are nearly identical for amplifiers integrated
on the same probe (see Fig. 3) allowing for a common bias to
be used. Fig. 4 (top) shows the frequency response of the amV to yield a low-frequency cutoff of
plifier with
11 Hz for recording field potentials and single units, while Fig.
V, setting the
4 (bottom) shows the amplifier with
low-frequency cutoff to 110 Hz for recording only action potentials. The amplifier has a measured in-band gain of 38.9 dB and
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER AND MULTIPLEXER CIRCUITRY

Fig. 5. Input-referred noise spectrum of the capacitively-coupled preamplifier.
The total input referred noise integrated from 100 Hz to 10 kHz is 9.2 V .
Integrating from 10 Hz to 10 kHz yields an input referred noise of 10.7 V .

an upper cutoff frequency of 9.9 kHz. The input-referred noise
of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 5. The total input-referred noise
, which is lower
integrated from 100 Hz to 10 kHz is 9.2
than that of a 165 m iridium recording site in saline [1]. When
recording in wide-band mode, 10 Hz to 10 kHz, the total inte. The noise performance is limited
grated noise is 10.7
in Fig. 2 [22]. The noise conprimarily by transistors
tributed by the feedback transistors in Fig. 1 is negligible as the
input referred current sources of these transistors are shorted to
AC ground and the input referred voltage noise generators of
these transistors are attenuated by greater than 60 dB in band
when compared to the voltage noise generators of M1 and M2
in Fig. 2. Table I summarizes the performance of the integrated
circuitry.
III. SIMULTANEOUS NEURAL STIMULATION AND RECORDING
A. Design and Operation
An eight-site neural recording array designed to permit
simultaneous stimulation and recording is shown in Fig. 6 (top).
These arrays were fabricated using the process described by Bai
[1] modified to include a 6- m-thick gold shield electroplated
over the circuitry to insulate it from the biological environment.
The 165 m iridium recording sites are located at the tip of
the shank, which is 5 mm in length, approximately 15 m
thick, and tapers from a width of 52 m at the base to a sharp
tip. The back-end of the probe, where the integrated electronics
and bonding pads are located, is 3.26 mm wide and 2.66 mm
long. When the Stimulate Control signal in Fig. 1 is low, the
switch connecting the Site to the Stimulation pad is open and
active neural recording is performed on that channel. When the
Stimulate Control signal is high, the switch is closed and there
is an ohmic connection between the Site and the Stimulate pad
where a stimulation current or voltage can be coupled into
the tissue. Neural recording can still be performed while the
switch is closed (Stimulate Control is high); however, many
of the advantages of recording with integrated amplifiers such
as reduced crosstalk, packaging requirements, and spurious

Fig. 6. An eight-site neural array for simultaneous stimulation and recording
(top). Thirty-two channel neural array with integrated amplification and
time-division multiplexing circuitry (bottom). Inset shows the dimensions and
site spacing on all of the shanks.

noise pick-up will be negated. The use of a CMOS switch
to access the site limits the stimulation voltages to values
V and Vss
V. Modeling the site
between Vdd
as a 300 pF capacitor limits the total amount of charge that
can be delivered or extracted from the tissue to 660 pC. The
CMOS switches, however, are not limiting the total amount of
charge that can be transferred to the tissue in this application,
as increasing the voltage across the site in excess of 1 V
will violate the water window of the electrode. Ohmic access
to each site can be controlled individually, providing 256
separate stimulation combinations.
B. In Vivo Results
The eight channel neural array was implanted in the neocortex and hippocampus of rats. The close spacing of the
recording sites (20–40 m center-to-center) allowed for simultaneous recording from the same sets of neurons. The
co-occurrence of neuronal spikes on several sites made it
possible to designate one of the sites as the stimulation channel
(recorded data not shown for this site) while the remaining sites
were used for recording. Fig. 7(A) illustrates a short segment
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Fig. 7. Simultaneous recording and stimulation with a silicon probe in the
CA1 pyramidal layer of the rat. (A) Example of stimulated neuron. Site 4 was
the stimulation site and site 3 did not record. Site 2 had a large impedance, as
reflected by the increased artifact. Note that triple pulse (first stimulation pulse
not shown) local stimulation selectively discharged the neuron on the third trace
within 2 ms (solid arrows, latency shown in (D)). Open arrow, a different neuron
recorded by three sites that was not affected by the stimulation. (B) Principal
component analysis of the units and stimulation artifacts shown in (A). Note that
using PCA, each stimulation event can be isolated as well as the spontaneous
activity of the stimulated neuron. (C) Peri-stimulus histogram of the stimulated
neuron. Time zero is the onset of the first of three stimulation events. Note that
the highest probability of response is to the third stimuli. (D) Mean/STD latency
of response to individual stimulation events.

of wide-band (10 Hz–10 kHz) recordings. One to three 100 s
stimulation pulses reliably discharged one of the recorded units
within 2 ms [Fig. 7(D)], whereas it had no effect on another
unit recorded further away from the stimulation site. Although
the stimulus artifact lasted for 1–2 ms, depending on stimulus
strength (4–8 A), it was sufficiently short to allow for the
visualization of the evoked unit firing.
The close spacing of the sites also allowed the isolation of putative neurons using principal component analysis [Fig. 7(B)]
previously described by Csicsvari [25], [26]. This method allows the identification and isolation of individual neurons from
the extracted action potentials based on amplitudes and wave
shapes. After unit separation, post-stimulus histograms were
constructed for each unit. Fig. 7(C)–(D) illustrates that one of
the units could be directly excited by electrical stimulation (6
A). The response probability shown in Fig. 7(C) increased
with stimulus repetition, reaching the highest probability after
ms. Other nearby
the third pulse with a latency of
neurons were not affected by the stimulation, indicating that the
neuron was directly, rather than synaptically, activated.
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of the 32 channel neural recording probe circuitry,
consisting of amplifiers and time-division multiplexers. These circuits have
been integrated on the probe in Fig. 6 (bottom).

IV. MULTIPLEXED NEURAL RECORDING ARRAY
With the increasing demand to record from more neurons
simultaneously, on-probe data compression techniques are
required. Time-division multiplexing reduces the number
of data leads by sampling multiple channels onto a single
line. This reduces both the overall size of the implant and
the packaging requirements. The only in vivo time-division-multiplexed recordings were reported by Bai [1]. In this
experiment, source-follower buffers were used to transform
the site impedance before four channels of neural data were
multiplexed onto a single data line. Bai investigated the noise
contributed by multiplexing in vitro and found that the site,
on-probe buffers, external electronics and multiplexing clock
(reset was held high so no sampling was performed) contributed
of input-referred noise integrated from 300 Hz to 3
9
kHz. When the signal was sampled, the total integrated noise
, indicating that 12
of noise was
increased to 15
aliased into the signal band since no low-pass filtering was
provided before the multiplexing. This result supports the need
for preamplification and filtering prior to sampling and limits
the noise performance of chopper-modulated neural-recording
amplifiers [27].
A 32-site neural-recording array with integrated amplifiers
and time-division multiplexing circuitry is shown in Fig. 6
(bottom), with a block diagram of the on-probe circuitry shown
in Fig. 8. The on-probe amplifiers provide a gain of 40 dB and
band-limit the signal to 9.9 kHz to prevent aliasing. Each of the
32 neural channels are then sampled at 20 kHz per channel and
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multiplexed onto four data leads. The time-division multiplexer
switches channels on both the rising and falling edges of the
clock to prevent clock transitions in the middle of the sampling
window. The multiplexing requires two additional control
leads, clock and reset, for a total of 10 leads. The potential
for including on-chip clock and reset generation has been
demonstrated [14].

It is clear that increasing the sampling frequency or load capacitance not only increases the crosstalk from the previous channel,
, but also attenuates the signal from the present channel.
Thus the effective crosstalk between consecutive channels can
be derived as
(9)

A. Multiplexer Crosstalk
Shown in Fig. 8 is a circuit schematic representing the output
of the time-division multiplexer where the multiplexer switches
. There are two processes limiting how
channels at time
quickly the time-division multiplexer can settle from the pre, to the current output value,
vious output value,
.
The limited slew rate of the amplifiers shown in Fig. 8 can
lead to crosstalk between consecutive channels. The amount of
time required to slew the output of the time-division multiplexer
, is given by
to
(6)
where

where is the number of channels sampled by the multiplexer,
is the sample rate per channel and is the point in the samis measured, where
.
pling window when
The numerator in (9) represents the voltage at the output due to
the previous channel voltage stored across the multiplexer load
capacitor prior to switching channels while the denominator is
the output voltage due to that of the desired or present channel.
While the traditional definition of crosstalk only models the numerator it is important to also include the denominator term because sampling too quickly leads to attenuation of the desired or
present channel. This effectively increases the crosstalk because
the voltage from the previous channel is essentially amplified
(the desired signal is attenuated by the denominator) when referred to the multiplexer input. Holding the crosstalk to less than
pF, and
5%, given
kHz, limits the number of channels per data lead to 12.

(7)
is the capacitance that loads the output of the time-diviis the maximum output current of
sion multiplexer and
the amplifier driving the time-division multiplexer, 14 A for
the amplifier shown in Fig. 2. Since the time-division multiplexer samples eight neural channels onto one data line at 20
kHz per channel and assuming that the output of the multiplexer
will be sampled two thirds of the way through the sampling
of 4.2 s. Given
window, yields a maximum allowable
of 100 mV (50
a maximum value of
mV representing neural spike activity at the output of the amplifier and 50 mV representing potential differences in offset voltages between amplifiers on consecutive channels) and a maximum load capacitance of 10 pF, the maximum number of channels that can be sampled onto one data lead based on slew-rate
limitations is 467. Unfortunately, amplifier slew rates do not
limit the speed and load capacitances of most practical multiplexed neural recording systems. However, there is a clear
in (6), for neuralpower consumption limit, represented by
recording amplifiers driving time-division multiplexed systems
given the load capacitance, sampling rate, the variability in amplifier offset voltages, and the gain of the preamplifier.
In this sampled neural recording system the time constant
, the load capacitance of time-division multiformed by
plexer, and
, the parasitic interconnect resistance, switch
resistance, and amplifier output resistance, dominate the settling
time of time-division multiplexers. Here, the output voltage
is given by

(8)

(10)

Shown in Fig. 9 (top) is the measured crosstalk between consecutive multiplexer channels versus input voltage magnitude at a
sampling frequency of 20 kHz/channel, showing the time-constant and slew-rate limited regions. The crosstalk between consecutive channels versus per channel sampling frequency with
the input-signal magnitude equal to 1.5 mVpp is shown in Fig. 9
(bottom). Both of these measurements were taken with the multiplexer driving a 0.1 m cable to an off-chip buffer. The measured data indicates that the on-probe neural recording circuitry
can multiplex eight neural channels onto a single data lead at
a sampling rate of 20 kHz/channel with a crosstalk between
consecutive channels of less than 6% provided that the external
cable used to interface to the electrode is less than 10 cm and
that the neural action potentials do not exceed 1.5 mVpp.
B. In Vivo Recordings
Fourteen nonmultiplexed simultaneous wide-band neural
recordings measured from the outputs of the preamplifiers
driving 8.75 m of cable are shown in Fig. 10 (top). The same
fourteen channels recorded 1 minute later with
adjusted
to eliminate low-frequency field potentials and noise are shown
in Fig. 10 (bottom), verifying that the tunable amplifier can
record both wide-band neural data and can eliminate low
frequencies when spike detection is to be performed without
distorting the action potentials. Three (of the eight) channels
of time-division multiplexed neural recordings are shown in
Fig. 11. The sampling rate of the time-division multiplexer
here is 2.5 kHz/channel. Due to the length of the cable driven
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Fig. 9. Multiplexer crosstalk between consecutive channels versus input
voltage level at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz/channel (top). Multiplexer
crosstalk between consecutive channels versus per channel sampling frequency
with an input voltage of 1.5 mVpp (bottom). The input signal is applied to
the site and passed through the amplifier before reaching the time-division
multiplexer.

by the time-division multiplexer, 2.4 m, sample rates above
5 kHz/channel resulted in signal attenuation and crosstalk in
accordance with (8) and (9). The signals were demultiplexed
using Lab View after being sampled and digitized using a
6062E National Instruments data acquisition card.
In the current design, the sampling frequency of the time-division multiplexer is being limited by the load capacitance of
the cable and the resistance of the switches (approx. 90 k )
used to perform the multiplexing. In order to drive the longer
cables required for free moving animal experiments, buffers can
be mounted on the head of the animal, reducing the cable length
and capacitive loading at the output of the time-division multiplexer. In future designs, these buffers will be included on-chip,
reducing the output resistance of the time-division multiplexer
to below 100 . By placing a buffer between the large switch
resistance used to perform the multiplexing and the large capacitance introduced by the cable, it is possible to drive up to 10 m
of cable while multiplexing 8 channels onto a single data lead
at 20 kHz/channel.
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Fig. 10. Fourteen nonmultiplexed channels of wide-band neural data
recorded from rat hippocampus using the 32-site array (top). The same fourteen
nonmultiplexed channels recorded one minute later with V
adjusted to
record only action potentials (bottom).

Fig. 11. Time-division multiplexed neural potentials recorded from rat
hippocampus. The signals were demultiplexed using Lab View and a data
acquisition card.

V. CONCLUSION
Two neural recording arrays with integrated circuitry for
studying the brains of behaving animals have been developed.
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Both electrodes feature a capacitively-coupled neural-recording
amplifier that eliminates the dc baseline potential of the electrode, is not optically sensitive, and has a tunable low-frequency
cutoff. The capacitively-coupled neural-recording amplifier
has successfully recorded wide-band neural field and action
potentials and has been used to eliminate low-frequency field
potentials while still recording action potentials, as will be necessary for applications involving implantable spike detection
for motor prostheses. An eight-channel neural recording array
for simultaneous recording and stimulation has been developed.
In vivo recordings have shown that the preamplifiers can record
single-unit activity 1 ms after the onset of stimulation on sites
as close as 20 m to the stimulating electrode. A 32-channel
neural-recording array with integrated amplifiers and time-division multiplexing circuitry has been developed and implanted.
The total crosstalk between consecutive channels at a sampling
rate of 20 kHz/channel is less than 6% when driving less than
10 cm of cable. In vivo time-division multiplexed recordings
have been obtained at sample rates of up to 5 kHz/channel. Continued work to reduce the capacitance loading the time-division
multiplexer circuitry will enable sample rates of greater than
20 kHz/channel, even when driving the long cables necessary
for recording from behaving animals.
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